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"The AESP emphasizes the
importance of field experience
and each class was engaging
and immersive. My
resume is full of skills,
projects, and experience
afforded to me through these
field courses and preparing
me for the rigors of graduate
work."
 

-- 2019 student testimonial
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Environmental
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Plattsburgh and Miner Institute



ABOUT MINER INSTITUTE
The William H. Miner Agricultural
Research Institute operates a
demonstration dairy and equine farm
and offers educational programs in dairy
and equine management and
environmental science. It incorporates
the most modern agricultural practices
with a keen eye on environmental
stewardship.  
 
The Institute is operated under the
philosophy and principles of William H.
Miner. At the turn of the century, Mr.
Miner operated a complete farm with
hydroelectric power as its primary
energy. 
 

The Applied Environmental Science
Program (AESP) is a highly regarded,
semester-long, residential program for
students in the Center for Earth and
Environmental Science at SUNY Plattsburgh.
It operates under a highly-flexible, full-day
class structure that incorporates lectures
and classroom learning with hands-on
activities in the field. 
 
For the past four decades, Miner Institute
has collaborated with SUNY Plattsburgh to
offer the Applied Environmental Science
Program. The Institute’s 9,000 acres of
forest and agricultural lands, analytical
and computer laboratories, and residential
facilities provide students a unique
opportunity to study the environment. 

COURSES

Students gain an understanding of basic

forest ecological principles. Students

participate in both short- and long-term

field labs at sites around the North Country.

 

 

Forest Ecology

This unique course was designed to 

illustrate the balance between production

and protection in order for sustainable

agriculture to exist. 

Agriculture & the
Environment

Students will measure physical, chemical

and biotic variables in wetland ecosystems;

identify wetland plants and animals, and

compare and contrast wetland types. 

Wetland Ecology

Water Quality Modeling
Students will learn how to measure a

variety of water quality parameters to

quantify aquatic ecosystem health, and

determine the degree to which the

pollutants impact water quality. 

Soil Science
Students learn the basics of soil formation

and description, soil organisms, nutrient

cycling, soil acidity and non-point source

pollution. 

 
For more information, please visit: 

http://whminer.org/education/

 

Students also have the option to reside at
the Middleton Miller Student Housing
Complex. In addition to being incredibly
affordable, students live and work in a
pristine setting that encompasses
thousands of acres and includes many
miles of hiking and biking trails.  
Learn more at
http://whminer.org/facilities/student-
housing.php


